
HOW TO USE THIS TEMPLATE  
 

CHANGING THE LAYOUT 
This template has several different column layouts.  Right-click your mouse on the template 
background and click on “Layout” to see different layout options.  The column widths in these 
preformatted layouts cannot be moved but advanced users can modify any layout by clicking on the 
VIEW menu and then on SLIDE MASTER. 

CHANGING THE COLOR SCHEME 
To change the color scheme of this template click on the DESIGN menu and then on COLORS. You can 
choose from the provided color combinations or you can create your own. 

USING PLACEHOLDERS 
To add text to this template, click inside a placeholder and type in or paste your text. To move a 
placeholder, click on it once to select it, then place your cursor on its frame and then click and hold 
as you drag it to its new location.  Resize the placeholder, if necessary. Placeholders for headers, text 
and graphics can be found below: 

HEADER PLACEHOLDER 
Move this preformatted header placeholder to the poster area to add another header. Use headers 
to separate topics or concepts within your presentation.  
 
 
 

TEXT PLACEHOLDER 
Move below text placeholder onto your poster to add a new text box. 
 
 
 

GRAPHIC PLACEHOLDER 
Move the below graphic placeholder onto your poster, size it first, and then click it to add a picture 
to the poster. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPORTING EXTERNAL TEXT & GRAPHICS 
TEXT: Paste or type your text into a pre-existing text box or drag in a new text box from above.  Move 
and/or resize it as you desire. 
PHOTOS: Drag in a picture placeholder, size it first, click in it and insert a photo from the menu. 
TABLES: You can copy and paste a table from an external document onto this poster template. To 
adjust  the way the text fits within the cells of a table that has been pasted, right-click on the table, 
click FORMAT SHAPE  then click on TEXT BOX and change the INTERNAL MARGIN values to 0.25 

REVIEWING QUALITY OF GRAPHICS 
Go to View on the menu bar, then choose Zoom, 200%. This is a good representation of what your 
poster will look like when printed. Scroll left, right, up, and down looking for “grainy” images that 
may need to be fixed and re-imported. 

SAVING YOUR WORK 
Click on the Office Button and  hover over Save As.  Choose the PDF or XPS option with standard 
publishing.  Name your poster file and submit the resulting PDF version of your poster with your 
order.  
 

RESEARCH-POSTERS.COM/APHA  
APHA  POSTER  TEMPLATE 

 
This  template will help provide time-saving assistance to you in developing 

a professional appearing 42”x66”  poster.  

 
 

Research-Posters.com is proud to be chosen as the preferred poster printing vendor 
by the American Public Health Association (APHA) for the sixth consecutive year.  
Our poster prices (which are up to 33% less than FedEx Kinko's) include ground 
shipping to APHA's Annual Meeting & Exposition in New Orleans and storage until 
you are ready to present your poster.  No other poster printing service will allow you 
the convenience of having your poster waiting for you onsite at the APHA poster 
sessions.  The hassle-free convenience of using our service will also help you avoid 
hidden charges (checked bag fees, hotel storage fees and receiving fees) that can 
occur by transporting your poster to New Orleans.  Using Research-Posters.com to 
print your poster will allow you the convenience you hope for while attending an 
out of town meeting and will give you the comfort of knowing that you will stay 
within budget by avoiding hidden costs that can arise.  

 
POSTER PICK-UP HOURS* 

(immediately next to the poster sessions) 
 

Sunday (11/16) . . . . . 2:00pm - 5:00pm  
Monday (11/17) . . . . . 9:30am - 5:00pm 
Tuesday (11/18) . . . . . 9:30am - 5:00pm 

Wednesday (11/19) . . . . . 8:00am - 9:30am 
 

* ANY CHANGES TO POSTER PICK-UP HOURS WILL BE PUBLISHED AT RESEARCH-POSTERS.COM/APHA 

 
Once you design your poster, all you need to do is order your poster at 
www.Research-Posters.com/apha for our first-class printing services and the 
convenience of picking up your poster onsite at the APHA 142nd Annual Meeting & 
Exposition in New Orleans. 

 
POSTER ORDERS RECEIVED BEFORE 8:00PM PST ON OCTOBER 23rd WILL RECEIVE 
DISCOUNTED EARLY-BIRD PRICING.  ORDERS RECEIVED AFTER OCTOBER 23rd BUT 
BEFORE 9:00PM PST ON NOVEMBER 6TH WILL BE CHARGED AT OUR NORMAL APHA 
RATES.  PLEASE CONTACT US AT SERVICE@RESEARCH-POSTERS.COM FOR ORDERS 
BEING SUBMITTED AFTER NOVEMBER 6th.  
 

* * * BOTH THIS SECTION AND THE ONE TO THE RIGHT 
 WILL NOT BE PRINTED * * * 

 
 
 

Just One More Drink CAN Hurt: 

BACKGROUND 

CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT 

The campaign ran from June through September 2014 on multiple media 
platforms, in Spanish and English. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 The campaign ran in print, online, radio, and cocktail napkins in bars. 

 Print ads were displayed in subway cars, ferry terminals, urban panels, 
exterior of stores, and bar bathrooms citywide. 

 Radio message stated:  
More than 20% of New Yorkers have been harmed because of somebody 
else’s drinking. One in ten hospitalizations in New York City is alcohol-
related. Just one more drink can hurt.  Keep your friends from hurting 
themselves or others.  Cut them off before they’ve had too much.  A 
message from the New York City Department of Health and Mental 
Hygiene.  

CAMPAIGN DISSEMINATION 

Almost half (48%) of respondents recognized the  Just One More Drink Can 
Hurt campaign with aided recall.   

RESULTS RESULTS CONTINUED 

Recognition by format: 

 37% of those surveyed recognized the print ad; 29% the online ad; 18% 
the radio ad; and 10% the napkin.   

 New Yorkers aged 21-24 were three times as likely to recognize print ads 
as 45-54 year olds (58% and 18% respectively, p<0.01). 

 New Yorkers aged 21-24 year were more than twice as likely to recall 
online ads as 45-54 year olds (48% and 19% respectively, p < 0.01). 

Action: 

 74% of those who recognized the campaign reported taking action as a 
result of campaign exposure. 

o 79% of those who recognized the print ads took action, as did 73% of 
banner ad viewers, 70% of those who recognized radio ads and 85% 
of those who recognized the napkins. 

o 35%  of survey respondents reported taking a taxi. 

o 24% reported drinking less when drinking. 

o 24% reported cutting off a friend from drinking too much. 

Relationship between action and exposure: 

 Participants who took any action recognized an average of 2.1 formats 
compared to 1.5 formats among those who took no action (p<.01). 

 Participants who took any action recognized the campaign from an 
average of 1.5 locations compared to 1 location among those who did not 
take action (p<.01).  

CONCLUSION 

Our findings suggest that a media campaign targeting people who spend time 
with binge drinkers can promote awareness and lead to risk reducing 
behaviors.   

 Formative research enabled testing of targeted messages that resulted in 
a greater proportion of survey respondents taking action compared to our 
previous campaign, Two Drinks Ago. 

 The Just One More Drink campaign also confirms prior research that a 
strong call to action promotes action among the target audience.5  

 Exposure to the campaign in multiple locations or formats is associated 
with taking action. 

Media campaigns like Just One More Drink Can Hurt have the potential to 
produce risk reduction behaviors.  Further research is needed to determine 
the impact on binge drinking behaviors at a population level. 
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Campaign made possible by funding from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention. 

From 2013-2014 DOHMH worked with an advertising agency to produce and 
test campaign concepts.   

Spring/Summer 2013  

 Ad concepts presented statistics and images 
of broken bottles and glasses. 

 Tested messages in focus groups with 
bartenders and bar patrons. 

 Both audiences respond negatively to the 
proposed concepts.  

 

Spring 2014 

 New ad concepts showed human impact.  

 Tested messages in focus groups with alcohol 
consumers aged 21-44. 

 Messages targeted to friends were preferred 
over those addressing the viewer’s drinking. 

The final campaign featured two consequences 
of binge drinking:  

 Pedestrian injuries 

 Interpersonal violence 

The final campaign targeted friends of binge drinkers with the call to action 
“Cut them off before they’ve had too much.” 

Development and implementation of a 

campaign to reduce binge drinking in NYC  

EVALUATION METHODS 

New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 

Aviva B. Grasso, MPH, CHES;  Caroline Burwell, MS; Ellenie Tuazon, MPH; Jeffrey Escoffier, MA; Reena Sam, MPH; Hillary V. Kunins, MD, MPH 

An online survey was administered to 808 NYC residents.   

 Eligibility: NYC residents aged 21-54 who consumed alcohol in the past 30 
days.  Quotas for race, age, gender, and borough were applied to create 
as close to a representative citywide sample as possible. 

 55 questions asked respondents about: 

o Demographic characteristics 

o Drinking patterns 

o Campaign recall in four formats (print, banner, napkin, and radio) 

o Recall of locations campaign seen or heard 

o Action taken as a result of exposure to campaign 

 Aided recall was assessed with assistance of sample images and audio. 

 Differences in aided recall were compared by calculating 95% confidence 
intervals. 

 Differences by format and location were tested using Chi-Square and 
Wilcoxon-rank sum tests. 
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Figure 1: Percent of campaign spending by media platform 
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Figure 3. Distribution of aided recall by ad location 

Binge drinking presents a significant public health burden, including greatly 
increased risk of motor vehicle crashes, other unintentional injury, violence, 
and suicide, among other consequences.1 

 The cost of binge drinking in New York State was estimated to exceed 
twelve billion dollars in 2010.2 

 In 2013, one in five (18%) New York City (NYC) adults reported binge 
drinking.3  

Public awareness campaigns can contribute to reduced alcohol-impaired 
motor vehicle crashes, but there is limited evidence about campaigns to 
reduce binge drinking or other alcohol-related behaviors.4 

Prior alcohol ad campaign in NYC 

From 2010 - 2012 the NYC Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) ran a citywide 
public awareness campaign entitled, Two Drinks 
Ago to warn New Yorkers about adverse 
consequences associated with binge drinking.   

A survey of New Yorkers following the campaign 
showed: 

 52% recalled the campaign. 

 35% reported taking action. 

DOHMH sought to develop and run a campaign that resulted in more New 
Yorkers taking action. 

Our objective was to develop, disseminate, and evaluate the impact of a 
binge-drinking focused public awareness campaign. 
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Socialize less often

Talk to friend about drinking less
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Cut off a friend drinking too much

Consume less alcohol when drinking
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Take a taxi home

Any action taken

Figure 4. Frequency of action taken 
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Figure 2. Prevalence and 95% confidence intervals of aided recall 
within demographic  characteristics and binge drinking status 
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